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Preparing For Peace
Egypt concluded a "major military
exercise" in the Sinai Peninsula. The 10day exercise was conducted by the Egyptian
Third Army in southern Sinai, and was
meant to determine combat skills and
integrate new weaponry and systems for
Egypt's ground forces. The exercise, the
second in the Sinai peninsula over the last
three months, was attended by Defense
Minister Hussein Tantawi and other senior
Egyptian officials.
Dr. Aryeh Stav, Director of the Ariel
Center for Policy Research, told INN "I
head a center that takes a long-range,
strategic view. Egypt is one of the poorest
nations in the world, yet it spends 20% of
its budget on re-arming. It has one of the
largest armies in the world, with 450,000
soldiers, and another 400,000 in auxiliary
frameworks, and is outfitted with some of
the most modern weaponry. It has no
viable enemies anywhere else, and therefore
the conclusion is that this army is being
built up to fight a war against Israel. They
announce this openly: Tantawi said that
the army is preparing for the fight with the
'Zionist enemy.'"

Educational TV
Egyptian TV will broadcast a 30-part series
based on the anti-Semitic work “Protocols
of the Elders of Zion.” The book was
authored in Russia over 100 years ago, and
alleges that the Jews plan to take over the
world. The TV series, entitled, “Horseman
without a Horse,” will broadcast over the
course of the month of Ramadan, which
begins two weeks from now.
Mass Terror Attack
Monday, 14 Jews where murdered, when
Arab terrorists from Jenin set off a 220 lb
car bomb, just behind a public bus on the
Hadera-Afula highway. This was the 7th
terrorist attack along the same highway
since the beginning of the year; claiming 43
lives. The combination of a powerful
explosive, bus fuel supply, and bullets in
the soldier-passengers' guns all contributed
to start the horrendous fire that trapped
and killed many of the passengers.
Chief of Staff Moshe Yaalon acknowledged
that the easing of restrictions for Arab
residents in Jenin, made it possible for the
murderers to slip into pre-1967 Israel.
In the past two weeks, there were 40
credible intelligence warnings of planned
attacks. Seven major attacks were thwarted
over the past ten days. Five human bombs
were arrested on their way to attacks, and
two of them killed.
Sources: IsraelNN.com

Projecting An Image Part II
Why? Because Israel's self-image is confused, the external image it projects comes out
distorted. Since the real truth is not being said, what is being said is being disregarded or
misinterpreted.
Consider: Israel spends prodigious funds and effort for the welfare of its Arabs. Indeed, the
standard of living of the Arabs in Judea and Samaria - before the Intifada - was far superior
to that of the average person in most Arab countries. And yet Israel is portrayed throughout
the world as a cruel, despotic, and oppressive regime. She bends over backwards to prove
herself just and righteous in the eyes of the other nations, and yet continually incurs their
censure.
Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel .

PA Ridicules US Sniper
The ridicule of American suffering
continues in the Palestinian Authority
Following the gleeful political cartoons
laughing at American fears on 9-11, the
PA now uses the suffering of Americans
from a serial sniper as the inspiration for
its new political attacks on the US. In
an October 23rd cartoon in Al Ayyam,
the Palestinians coin George Bush "The
Washington Sniper" shooting at an
outline of Iraq.

Palestinians portray George Bush, taking
aim at Iraq, as the merciless US serial
sniper.
Source: pmw.org.il
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Killing Jews
“The Fact that my son killed Jews
makes me happy”
Mother of Mahmud Alabad. Mahmud was
killed after killing two IDF troops in the Gaza
Strip, on June 15, 2002
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